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Andrew Boanoh ’23 Elected 
School President
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2023 Student Body President-Elect Andrew Boanoh ’23

!is is Not a Drill: Bomb 
!reat 2.0

It was April 18, 2022. During 
B period, all phones across Law-
renceville’s campus and beyond 
began buzzing with messages, 
emails, calls, and voicemails is-
suing a campus-wide Shelter-in-
Place order. Students and faculty 
were caught by surprise with the 
following words stating that the 
order was not a drill. 

After receiving the noti!ca-
tions, Lawrentians were on edge, 
worrying about the situation, but 
teachers were assured it was not 
incredibly serious. Math teacher 
and former Dean of Students 
Nancy "omas H’01 P’04 ’07 said, 
“I was not too concerned about 
the alarm because it was not an 
active shooter order. I knew that 
because the email speci!ed that 
the alarm was a shelter in place, 
and so at that point, I felt that we, 
being in this classroom, were safe.” 

After the Shelter-in-Place 
was ordered, Dean of Students 
Devondra McMillan informed the 
community of a bomb threat the 
school received. Eric Suh ’22 not-
ed, “A lot of the people in my form 
were here for the !rst bomb threat, 
which happened our II Form year, 
so nobody really took it seriously.” 
During the !rst bomb threat in 
Suh’s II Form year, students had 
to walk from Lawrenceville to 
Bristol Myers Squibb. "is year, 
Lawrentians remained on cam-
pus. However, Lawrentians like 
Jalen Lespinasse ’23 were initially 
thinking, “I saw [that the email] 
said that this is not a drill. So I 
was thinking, ‘What in the world? 
What is about to go down? Why 
is this not a drill? Are we about to 
blow up?”

In the Bath House, Deb Milia-
resis witnessed the event occurring 
through the windows. She said, 
“My main concern is always how I 
can help protect the students and 
my coworkers around me should 

ARYA SREEDHAR ’24 there ever be an emergency on 
campus.” 

After the commotion in the 
classroom had settled down, 
"omas shared, “I believe in tak-
ing advantage of every oppor-
tunity, and so it was a good op-
portunity to help [my B period 
students] stay focused and use this 
time wisely.” 

However, some were not so for-
tunate to have adult supervision 
during the Shelter-in Place order. 
Delaney Musgrave ’22 remarked, 
“I was the only one in the House, 
and McClellan is closest to the 
[Health Center], so my mom was 
a little spooked. She was freaking 
out about it. But the email that 
[McMillan] sent about the threat 
not being credible made me feel a 
little better.” To make the most of 
the moment, Musgrave decided to 
designate herself as the scribe for 
the Student Council and McClel-
lan House, documenting the event 
up close through the McClellan 
House windows. 

Although there was much 
worry among students and par-
ents, there were also fun and 
games. Lespinasse said, “I started 
an Instagram live during the en-
tire situation, so I documented it. 
"ere [were] a lot of Lawrentians 
joining and commenting.” In the 
Noyes History Center, Suh said, 
“Once my classmates and I !gured 
out that it was at the Al Rashid 
Health Center, we started goo!ng 
o#. For example, we started draw-
ing on the boards, playing card 
games, and singing karaoke.” 

Because Lawrenceville’s admin-
istration had previously planned 
drills in the fall to better prepare 
students and faculty for situations 
like this, all students and faculty 
agreed that the administration 
handled the situation extremely 
well, with many commending the 
clear communication between ad-
ministration and the community. 

This  past  Wednesday, the 
Lawrenceville community voted 
for its next School President: An-
drew Boanoh ’23. In his platform, 
Boanoh presented initiatives and 
adjustments directed towards im-
proving all aspects of Lawrenceville 
student life—academic, social, and 
co-curricular. 

In terms of social life, a notable 
part of Boanoh’s platform was his 
proposal for the establishment of an 
on-campus social center  speci!cally 
tailored to the student body. Ad-
ditionally, rather than just having 
a Hill Day as in previous years, 
Boanoh brought up the idea of a 
Hill Week, which would be entirely 
dedicated to increasing school spirit, 
organizing social gatherings, and 
preparing for the big day. Another 
strategy to boost school spirit was 
to have House Olympics in both 
the fall and the spring.

From an academic standpoint, 
Boanoh advocated for extending the 
amount of time in the evening that 
students have access to WiFi and 
proposed that College Counseling 
begin reaching out to IV Formers 
starting in the Fall Term rather than 
the Winter Term. 

Of course, with all the di#erent 
ideas on his platform, Boanoh plans 
to prioritize a few goals. He feels 
that one of the most crucial aspects 
of his platform and his most urgent 
initiative to start working on is to 
create a designated student center 

in the new Tsai Field House. “It is 
the number one thing that I think 
people unanimously agree on…We 
don’t have a lot of free time here, and 
I want to create a place for people 
to just chill,” he said. He also wants 
to implement over the summer a 
Spring Term House Olympics over 
the summer so that people can “have 
something to look forward to” upon 
their return next year. Additionally, 
Boanoh wants to work on reforming 
the current visitation system, an idea 
not speci!ed on his platform. “You 
have to go through a long, laborious 
process to go to a friend’s room…
there is room for Lawrenceville to 
trust us more with [what] we do 
behind closed doors,” he said. 

To facilitate more e#ective com-
munication between the administra-
tion and the student body, Boanoh 
plans to hold Town Hall meetings 
once every term so students can voice 
their concerns and share their ideas. 
He also understands the importance 
of having productive and engaging 
conversations to create meaningful 
change, leading him to include the 
restructuring of Big Red Conversa-
tion Groups in his campaign. 

Boanoh initially decided to run 
for president because of his love for 
the school. “I remember walking into 
Raymond [House] my [II Form] 
year, and the moment I saw all these 
people around me, I knew I liked this 
place,” he said. Since then, Boanoh 
has spent a lot of time pondering 
how Lawrenceville can be improved 
to be a better school environment 

for both students and faculty. With 
“so much going on between the 
students and administration” this 
year, he felt especially motivated 
to run for School President and 
be able to play a role in enacting 
the change that people had been 
discussing. 

Boanoh said that his favorite part 
of campaigning and the election was 
the speeches. “I really liked getting 
up there, and even if I didn’t end 
up winning the presidency, I was so 
glad to be able to get up in front 
of all those people and speak my 
mind,” he said. After communi-
cating with a variety of di#erent 
students and faculty members on 
the changes they would like to see 
at school, Boanoh came up with a 
platform he felt encapsulated the 
most important aspects of life at 
Lawrenceville and highlighted ar-
eas that most needed change. “It’s 
one thing to get ideas from your own 
head and put them down—I’m not 
representing me, I’m representing 
Lawrenceville” 

Upon !nding out he had won 
the election, Boanoh felt both 
thrilled and nervous. “I’m excited 
to get to work, but I’m a little bit 
nervous about what’s to come,” he 
said. With so many ideas as well 
as Vice President elections on his 
agenda, he wants to start working 
immediately to implement his 
ideas as soon as possible. Boanoh 
concluded, “I know it’s going to be 
a long year ahead, but I’m excited 
to take on the challenge.” 
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Catholicism, Joy, and 
Easter Eggs

Alice Kizilbash ’25 explores 
the progression of her re-
lationship with family and 
religion throughout her life.  
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State of the School 
Survey 

Fill out the State of the 
ESA survey, a short and 
completely anonymous 
questionnaire of campus 
life. 

 Senior of the 
Week: Makysm 

Bondarenko
Creator of a Ukrainian 
Grammarly, Bondarenko 
is !e Lawrence’s Senior 
of the Week.
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A Very Lawrence Love Letter to the Easter Bunny
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It’s the morning of Christmas 
Eve, and the smell of Bisquick 
waffles rises up the staircase to 
gradually wake each of my family 
members. Bursting with excitement 
for the yearly holiday traditions to 
commence, we all venture down 
to the freezing first-floor kitchen. 
After we eat breakfast together, 
distant relatives begin to flood into 
the room. I don’t even know some of 
their names; others, I haven’t seen 

since I was a baby. Yet I talk with 
them for hours and hours until the 
end of the night, when the children 
all gather and open their presents. 
Then people start to leave in large 
groups, giving us hugs that will have 
to suffice until next year. After the 
remaining group of adults have 
departed for Midnight Mass, my 
brother and I spend the rest of the 
night with my grandfather eating 
mountains of junk food. As I go 
to bed basking in the joy of being 
with family, I finally realize why 

Santa Claus: a child-stalking 
hardline moralist. !e Tooth Fairy: a 
trespassing home invader who frequents 
the rooms of unconscious minors. 
Adults force a multitude of collective 
delusions onto little kids (including me). 
Only in retrospect can I understand the 
eeriness of these "ctions.

In the spirit of the season, I would 
like to recognize the one folkloric child-
hood character whom I still respect: !e 
Easter Bunny. I mean, what can you 
hate about a rabbit who runs around 
distributing candy? Sure, the original 
German Lutheran version of the Eas-
ter Bunny only gave candy to those it 
deemed “well-behaved,” but I would 
rather a bunny judge my character than 
some old man already driven halfway to 
insanity by his insular life in the North 
Pole. 

I’ll admit, I never gave the Easter 
Bunny much thought before this term. 
My preoccupation with the concept of 
this mythological hare is a recent de-
velopment. After attending Reverend 
Morrow’s Good Friday service and 
watching my siblings scamper about in 
an Easter egg hunt, my weekend was 
overtaken by Easter-induced joy. !en I 
saw him. With his hideously long teeth 
bared in a heavenly smile, I saw an artis-
tic rendering of the Easter bunny on my 
Instagram feed. Some ine#able feeling 
overcame me. 

In Christian doctrine, the transcen-
dent appears before humanity as the 
“mysterium tremendum et fascinans”—
the awe-inspiring mystery that inspires 
fascination and religious fear. !at 
concept comes closest to describing 
my feeling upon gazing at this distant 
rodent-cousin. I realized, as if struck 
by a religious epiphany, that the Easter 

Bunny parallels our relationship with 
the Lawrenceville School. 

British folklorist Christina Hole 
wrote, “!e hare was the sacred beast of 
Eastre, a Saxon goddess of Spring and of 
the dawn.” How "tting for this moment. 
Spring and dawn commonly symbolize 
renewal, and spring in particular often 
symbolizes Messianic resurrection. Eas-
ter, also known as Resurrection Sunday, 
commemorates the resurrection of Jesus.

In this week’s school meeting presi-
dential speeches, both candidates prom-
ised sweeping change and a resurrection 
of pre-Covid Lawrenceville. Newly 
elected School President Andrew Bo-
anoh ’23 emphasized that Lawrenceville 
faces a critical juncture as we return to 
post-pandemic life. In particular, he em-
phasized the importance of our "rst day 
back at Lawrenceville, the day in which 
the  “resurrection” of Lawrenceville be-
gins. He plans to messianically usher in 
a rebirth—much like the Easter Bunny. 

!e Bible did not initially include 
the Easter Bunny as part of the Easter 
holiday; there is no folkloric rabbit to be 
found in the Bible. Instead, the Easter 
Bunny we know today originated from 
an intersection of German Lutheran, 
Pagan, and American in$uences—di-
verse forces intersecting to inform a sin-
gle magni"cent cultural icon. Andrew 
“Easter Bunny” Boanoh likewise has no 
precedent for leading our next year at 
Lawrenceville—never has Lawrencev-
ille had to recover from a pandemic. An-
drew described how the most important 
trait of a leader was the “ability to listen.” 
He has no traditional rulebook to fol-
low; instead, outside, novel sources (the 
student body) must come together to 
inform his vision for a new Lawrencev-
ille. Together, as a student body and 
a Messianic Easter Bunny leader, we 
must shape our vision of Lawrenceville’s 

I love the holidays so much: they 
uphold long-lasting traditions that 
bring me closer to my family and 
give me pure, simple joy every year.

My parents had always raised me 
to figure out a unique and enjoyable 
way of practicing religion. Some 
trial and error followed. For one, 
there was the brief period in 
which I practiced religion more 
“traditionally.” I planned to attend 
an all-girls Catholic middle school 
and tried to make a habit out of 
studying Bible passages until I 
realized that those customs 
didn’t really interest me in 
the first place. I was seeking 
happiness in religion, but 
it was my being with my 
family during Catholic 
pract ices , not 
my devotion 
to God, that 
brought me 
joy.

E v e n 
though I’ve 
begun to identify 
as agnostic since that period, the 
traditions and close relationships 
that religion fostered continue to 
entice me. My favorite part of the 
various holidays my family and 
I celebrate would have to be the 
buffet-style dinners, held in a big 
dining room table filled with every 
single traditional family recipe that 
you can imagine. Yet it was the 
close, tight-knit dinner atmosphere 
that brought so much excitement to 
my family.  Sure, we would say grace 

resurrection.
In his article “Beware the Easter 

Bunny,” Charles Colson, former Special 
Counsel to President Richard Nixon, 
claimed that the Easter Bunny was a 
catalyst for the demise of Christianity. 
!e “$u# ” of the Easter Bunny would 
distract children from the true Christian 
origins of the holiday. Children would 
fail to rea%rm their faith. Likewise, nay-
sayers opposed to Lawrenceville’s resur-
rection may question sweeping changes 
and departures from tradition. “Law-
rentians traditionally need no social life! 
Lawrentians have always had Saturday 
classes! Lawrentians need "ve hours of 
homework per night!” 

Students of Lawrenceville, heed 
not the Charles Colsons of our world. 
Charles Colson pled guilty to obstruc-
tion of justice and was incarcerated for 
his involvement in Watergate. Obvi-
ously, he’s not a trustworthy man. !ose 
who insist that tradition and change are 
incompatible fail to understand that the 
Easter Bunny and Jesus do not play a 
zero-sum game for attention—rest as-
sured, I love both Jesus and the Easter 
Bunny. !e old and the new can coex-
ist; even further, they can work hand 
in hand. During this spring and the 
upcoming school year, we can work 
to drastically improve post-pandemic 
school life while preserving the essence 
of Lawrenceville. 

As our upcoming student leader of 
!e Lawrenceville School has said, 
Lawrenceville has reached a critical 
juncture. In spring, the season of return-
ing life, the "rst maskless term, the proof 
of our upward academic trajectories, we 
have a chance for renewal.

!is editorial represents the majority 
view of !e Lawrence, Vol CXLII.

before we ate and acknowledge the 
fact that “we’re all here thanks to 
God,” but the very core of these  
religious sayings consisted of our 
appreciation o f  b e i n g 
a r o u n d o n e 
another, a l l 

together. I could 
never wipe the smile off my face; 
being with my family made me feel 
warm inside, like I was in a constant 
hug. This feeling was my unique 
form of happiness, and I only 
truly felt it in the rare moments in 
which my family, who I don’t see 
all together very often, gathered in 
full over these holidays. In short, 
the environment that the holiday 
dining room table creates is the 
very part of religion that matters 

to me the most.
Yet it was when the Covid-19 

pandemic came into the picture 
that I understood the necessity 
of this holiday joy in my life. 
Quarantine and social distancing 
measures prevented my family from 
getting together for the holidays. 
During Easter of 2020, I could alrea 
dy feel the emotional and physical 
distance widening between me 

and  my relatives. There was 
no Easter egg hunt with 

all of our grandparents 
filming (or more so 
making fun of us), 
and there was no big 
Easter dinner with 
roasted ham, carrots, 
potatoes and popovers. 
We called our relatives 

o v e r t h e 

phone 
and on 

Z o o m , 
b u t  w e 

couldn’t recreate that Easter that 
brought so much joy to me and 
my family. It was with this empty 
Easter, however, that I realized how 
irreplaceable that warm, hug-like 
feeling was. I realized that I loved 
Christian holidays and traditions 
for allowing me to connect with 
my loved ones; I loved them for 
allowing me to have that unique, 
enjoyable happiness that only my 
family could give me. 

Despite the few bumps along 
the way, I’ve loved my journey 
with religion. It not only allowed 
me to prioritize and build my 

relationships with my family––ones 
that bring both me and my relatives 
the visible, pure happiness of being 
together––but also appreciate the 
versatility of religious holidays 
themselves. We all attach different 
significance to these holidays, but 
we are unified in that we enjoy them 
together, no matter the main reason 
why we celebrate them in the first 
place. Every holiday is like one, 
joyful family gathering; everyone’s 
experiences with religion will be 
different, but at the end of the day, 
brings us some warmth and joy that 
we can bask in. 
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Joyous, Joyous Days!  
Loving Religion From A Non-Religious Perspective.

ALICE KIZILBASH ’25

Stephanie Xu  ’23 /THE LAWRENCE

––––––––
I was seeking happiness 
in religion, but it was 

my being with my family 
during Catholic practices, 
not my devotion to God, 

that brought me joy.
––––––––

––––––––
Sure, we would say 

grace before we ate and 
acknowledge the fact that 

“we’re all here thanks 
to God,” but the very 
core of these religious 

sayings consisted of our 
appreciation of being 

around one another, all 
together. 

––––––––
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avenues other than standardized tests; 

even a mere sample essay or project 
would be a far more holistic re!ection 
of one’s academic potential. Even more 
importantly, a test-optional policy 
would curb our inclination to associate 
intelligence and academic interest with 
privilege. It would allow Lawrencev-
ille to dismantle an unconscious but 
nonetheless deeply entrenched system 
of prioritizing students’ socioeconomic 
status over their ability to succeed in 
the academic environment in which 
they work. With a more equitable ad-
missions process, Lawrenceville will 
be able to construct a more equitable 
school and students will "nally be free 
from the shackles of standardized test-
ing.

After the Covid-19 outbreak, 
many secondary schools 
followed in the footsteps of 

colleges and universities to institute 
test-optional policies for their 2021-
22 admissions cycles. Consequently, 
Lawrenceville’s Class of 2025 was the 
"rst in recent history to be exempt from 
submitting standardized test scores. Yet 
the response to this change in policy 
did not spark the heated dialogue that 
the optionality of the SAT and ACT 
did in 2020; despite the SSAT and 
ISEE’s resemblance to those tests, not 
many educators or experts mused about 
the true signi"cance of standardized 
testing in high school admissions. #is 
dialogue, however, is long overdue. 

I have always had a rather com-
plicated relationship with the SSAT. 
During seventh grade, I prepared to 
take the test in order to apply to junior 
boarding schools and quickly became 
consumed by the process. Determined 
to help me achieve a “good score,” my 
family took on both temporal and "-
nancial burdens to allow me to attend 
an expensive, two hour-trip-away tu-
toring service every Saturday and Sun-
day. Two years later, when I returned 
to take the SSAT for my applications 
to secondary schools, my ambivalence 
towards the test only grew. As I poured 
hours and hours of work into tutoring 
sessions, I began to feel as though the 
SSAT didn’t re!ect my ability to apply 

the actual knowledge and skills that I 
developed at school, but rather my abil-
ity to draw upon memorization habits 
and test-taking strategies that tutoring 
services instilled in me. Simply put, I 
felt as though the SSAT served more 
as a measure of how privileged an ap-
plicant’s test preparation period was 
rather than of their academic ability.

My middle-school suspicions, how-
ever, are far from revolutionary. Various 
studies have already illuminated that 
high scores on any standardized test––
whether it be the SAT or state-admin-
istered exams––depend heavily on 
socioeconomic 

s t a t u s . 
Accord ing 
to a 2014 inves-
tigation by !e Washington Post, 
students with annual family incomes 
greater than $200,000 averaged an 
SAT score of 1714 out of 2400, while 
students with annual family incomes 
less than $20,000 averaged a score 
of 1326. #ese "ndings aren’t exactly 
shocking; it’s logical that students able 
to a$ord preparation books, practice 

tests, and one-on-one tutoring will 
be far more prepared for standardized 
tests than the students who cannot. 
Meanwhile, a 2013 Teachers College 
Record report found that students re-
siding in “wealthier” suburbs of Boston 
had a “signi"cant” advantage over their 
peers who lived in lower-income urban 
neighborhoods. Again, students who 
have access to well-funded, high-qual-
ity public or private schools will only 
further their advantage by having a 
comprehensive and rigorous education 
as a base for their preparation 

e f f o r t s . 

While the 
physical tests themselves 

are technically standardized, the 
playing "eld of the tests are far from 
standardized; high-income students 
have the privilege to propel themselves 
to the top, while low-income students 
are left at the bottom.

Yet the implications of this relation-
ship between standardized test scores 
and socioeconomic privilege go far be-
yond the territory of preparatory school 

As an Asian-American, I con-
sider myself fortunate to be 
living in a time and commu-

nity where inclusivity is an accepted 
norm. At Lawrenceville, faculty and 
students alike strive to create an envi-
ronment with the intent of support-
ing and involving everybody regard-
less of their identities. While created 
with benevolent intentions, this en-
vironment also fosters a certain ex-
pectation of speech that discourages 
students, especially those unfamiliar 
with such standards, from expressing 
themselves. While Lawrenceville’s 
standards of inclusivity help create 
an environment where bigotry is 
unacceptable, they ultimately breed 
even more disconnection by discour-
aging genuine dialogue on campus 
surrounding such issues.

Political correctness, or PC for 
short, is de"ned as “the avoidance of 

forms of expression or action that are 
perceived to exclude, marginalize, or 
insult groups of people who are so-
cially disadvantaged or discriminat-
ed against.” #e term was originally 
used to describe peoples’ use of in-
clusive language in order to avoid of-
fense. In theory, PC culture intends 
to help facilitate dialogue, allowing 
people to communicate regardless 
of their di$erences by 
s i g n a l - i n g 
s i n c e r e 
respect. 

How-
ever, the 
c o n c e p t 
of PC has been 
heavily miscon-
strued. Despite 
intending to en-

f o rc e 
respect 
through 
the use 
of in- c l u s i v e 
language, PC has evolved  
in recent years into a practice that 
strictly enforces speci"c political 
beliefs, particularly liberal stances. 
#ese positions have become the 
standard set of “right answers,” ironi-
cally sti!ing a culture of acceptance 
and diversity. When we glorify a 
certain set of beliefs, we also halt 
all productive conversation around 
them. Discussions are shut down, be-
cause after all, why should we debate 
an accepted truth? 

Even if people disagree with these 

popular opinions, few are willing to 
risk the backlash that they would 
face if they were to speak up. #ose 
who oppose a%rmative action or  
support the anti-abortion movement 
rarely speak out in fear of being im-
mediately labeled as racists and sex-
ists, even if they do believe in racial 
and gender equality. #e pressure to 
adhere to PC culture is enormous; 
we condemn nonbelievers as if they 
are morally skewed bigots. We are 

exceedingly careful to maintain this 
delicate, all-inclusive, all-positive 
community framework; so much so 
that anybody who even questions 
PC beliefs is deemed unacceptable 
and evil. 

What we need to realize is that 
questioning a belief does not nec-
essarily indicate opposition. In fact, 
questioning a position is 
c r u c i a l to building 
a holistic and 

foundational 
understanding 
of any issue. In 
Lawrenceville’s 
attempts to 
promote respect 
and inclusiv-

ity, the School 

h a s 
suppressed one 
of its supposed 

d e f i n - ing factors: dia-
logue. Without disagreements, 
there is no dialogue and with no dia-
logue, the Harkness method is noth-
ing but a façade. Imposing a speci"c 
set of beliefs goes against everything 
Lawrenceville stands for; it’s hypo-
critical. When we protest against 
oppression and how society clamps 
down our voices, we fail to notice 
others in this community who "nd 
it di%cult to raise their “politically 
incorrect” voices. Although their 
ideals may be completely di$erent 
from ours, shutting out their voices 

simply because they do not conform 
to our norms is in no way construc-
tive. #is form of PC becomes just as 
restrictive to dialogue as the usage of 
derogatory terms does.

People have di$erent opinions. 
#ey always have and always will. 
Whatever single-minded utopian 
bubble Lawrenceville creates for us 
will pop once we graduate. Once we 
are thrust into society, how will we 
be able to converse with those we 
disagree with? Unless Lawrenceville 
helps foster an environment where 
debate and contradictions are en-
couraged, we will not be prepared to 
defend our stances outside of cam-
pus.

I do not condone bigotry. #ere 
are people who mock the concept 
of political correctness to downplay 
discriminatory behavior against dis-
advantaged groups, and I do not con-
done those acts. I do, however, hope 
for more open and honest debate. As 
long as it is held with dignity and 
respect for each other, I believe that 
we can only bene"t from such con-
versation.

admissions. When schools uphold the 
SSAT as a measure of academic apti-
tude, prospective students and their 
families begin to internalize that belief. 
#ose who earn higher scores easily 
win the image of intelligence and tal-
ent; those who receive lower scores will 
not. When we fail to acknowledge how 
disparities in students’ access to prepa-
ratory resources and baseline education 
a$ect these scores, we unconsciously 
push forward the false narrative that 
more privileged students are more in-
clined to be more intelligent and tal-
ented than their less privileged peers. 
As we con- tinue to rely on 

the SSAT and 
ISEE in 

the ad-

missions 
process, we reinforce 
the notion that students’ socio-
economic advantages matter far more 
than their personal traits and work 
ethic. 

#at being said, there exists a simple 
solution to this problem: preparatory 
schools’ admissions teams, such as that 
of Lawrenceville, should make their 
test-optional policies permanent. Stu-
dents are more than capable of demon-
strating their academic ability through 

!e Prep of Privilege: !e SSAT Fallacy
SABRINA OTTAWAY ’25

It’s Time to Talk About...

When Politically Correct Isn’t Quite Correct

Stephanie Xu ’23  /THE LAWRENCE

HELEN LIU ’22
CO-OPINIONS EDITOR OF THE

 141ST BOARD 

Facebook

Stephanie Xu ’23  /THE LAWRENCE

––––––––
We are exceedingly 

careful to maintain this 
delicate, all-inclusive, 

all-positive community 
framework; so much so 
that anybody who even 
questions PC beliefs is 

deemed unacceptable and 
evil.

––––––––

––––––––
Unless Lawrenceville 

helps foster an 
environment where 

debate and contradictions 
are encouraged, we will 

not be prepared to defend 
our stances outside of 

campus.
––––––––

––––––––
While Lawrenceville’s 

standards of inclusivity 
help create an 

environment where 
bigotry is unacceptable, 
they ultimately breed 

even more disconnection 
by discouraging genuine 

dialogue on campus 
surrounding such issues.

––––––––

––––––––
While the physical tests 

themselves are technically 
standardized, the playing 

"eld of the tests are far 
from standardized; 

high-income students 
have the privilege to 

propel themselves to the 
top, while low-income 
students are left at the 

bottom.
––––––––
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Dancers with Philadelphia Ballet Demi-Soloist Pau Pujol

HELENA CHEN ’24

Programming Club Represents Lawrenceville at Hackathon
This past April, members of 

Lawrenceville’s Programming 
Club went to The Hun School 
of Princeton to attend the 2022 
MEGA Hackathon. Students 
worked either individually or in 
groups to fulfill the United Na-
tions’ 17 Sustainable Develop-
ment Goals.

The 2022 MEGA Hack-
athon is an annual competition 
where students work on a topic 
of interest and submit a proj-
ect within a span of 24 hours. 
There were both in-person and 
online workshops designed to 
assist students of all experiences 
in creating their final projects. 
Various forms of submissions 
are allowed in the competi-
tion, including apps and busi-
ness plans; the variety of for-
mats permits many students to 
participate in the competition. 
The MEGA Hackathon serves 
as a platform that encourages 
students to brainstorm great 
ideas in order to create projects 
that will benefit the greater 
world. No prior preparation is 
required due to workshops held 
before the Hackathon; these 
workshops provide students 
with a solid foundation on top-
ics such as web development, 
app development, and machine 
learning before they start creat-
ing their project.

Vice President of the Pro-
gramming Club Sally Lee ’23, 
who was also one of the main 

organizers of the event, said, 
“We got a chance to connect 
with the other student orga-
nizers of the schools in atten-
dance.” Furthermore, Lee ex-
plained that the Hackathon was 
a great opportunity for those 
interested in the field of com-
puter science—even beginners 
who have never coded before. 
“[The] Hackathon is a really 
valuable opportunity because 
there are so many students that 
share the programming inter-
ests there, and we all had the 
chance to ask for advice from 

each other. Even though it ’s a 
competition, students were very 
cooperative during the Hack-
athon!” Lee said. By the end 
of the competition, there were 
more than 50 project submis-
sions. 

Lee emphasized the large 
amount of preparation needed 
to host the event and how it 
taught her the importance of 
collaboration. In organizing the 
mobilization of people from 
Lawrenceville to Hun, includ-
ing transportation and the ac-
commodations of an overnight 

Dancers Step Up to the Barre with Philadelphia Ballet 
Professionals

On Friday, April 8, Lawren-
tians who were a part of the 
Lawrenceville School Dance 
Collective (LSDC) and Ad-
vanced Lifetime Dance got 
an opportunity to join a bal-
let master class taught by 
Philadelphia Ballet students 
and Demi Soloist Pau Pujol. 
The ballet class is the second 
event of Lawrenceville and the 
Philadelphia Ballet ’s partner-
ship established by Director of 
Dance Derrick Wilder.

Back in December, selected 
student dancers went to the 
Academy of Music, where they 
watched the production of 
Balanchine’s Nutcracker and  
afterwards conversed with the 
principal dancers of the ballet.

Although Lawrenceville 
dancers were nervous to per-
form in front of professional 
dancers, they were also excited 
to learn from such competent 
and skilled dancers. President 
of the En Corps Council Eliz-
abeth Pierre-Louis ’22 said, “I 
was so excited, but I also knew 
it was going to be challenging 
in the best way possible after 
seeing Nutcracker.” 

Lawrenceville Dance Team 
(LDT) and LKR3W member 
Yee Xin Cher ’22 agreed, say-

ing that she “was a bit nervous 
since [she] didn’t know what 
to expect but didn’t…worry 
about feeling embarrassed or 
shy since [she] was surrounded 
by many supportive friends.”

Despite her initial concerns, 
Cher shared that the master-
class was about “the same dif-
ficulty level as the regular bal-
let classes [and she] could feel 
the focus in the room, [which] 
was much more intense be-
cause students wanted to make 

the most of the opportunity 
and push [themselves].” 

Pierre-Louis added that 
even the “simple things [she] 
thought [she] knew how to do 
perfectly, like tendus, still had 
room for improvement and ex-
tension.” 

LDT and Tour de Force 
member Maansi Sharan ’24 
found the presence of two 
Philadelphia ballet students 
to be a great advantage. “They 
were really amazing, and I 

enjoyed learning from them 
how to perfect certain steps 
and overall technique,” Sharan 
said.

Looking back at their expe-
rience of dancing in the same 
room as ballet professionals, 
all of the Lawrentians left with 
extremely positive impressions 
and motivation to continue 
improving. Among the many 
things she took away from 
the masterclass, Cher believed 
the most important thing is 

that “we must treat times at 
[dance] class with the same 
focus and energy as when we 
are on stage because it is only 
through practicing posture 
and facial expressions or push-
ing our legs and jumps to go 
higher that we can really im-
prove our dance technique and 
performance quality.” 

Reflecting on the partner-
ship between Lawrencev-
ille and Philadelphia Ballet, 
Sharan said, “It ’s definitely 
a positive influence. Having 
such role models who dedicate 
their whole life and career to 
professional dance in front of 
us will definitely inspire us to 
continue following our pas-
sion.”

After finishing both the barre 
and center parts of the master 
class, LSDC gave Philadelphia 
a sneak peek of its full com-
pany dance, a throwback to 
Wilder’s dancing origins. Af-
ter practicing for a long time, 
the dancers put on a great per-
formance that received a huge 
round of applause from their 
peers and guests alike.

The April Dance Series on 
April 30 will also feature this 
dance and many others. Come 
and support all of the incredi-
bly talented and hard-working 
dancers of Lawrenceville!

Courtesy of The Lawrenceville School

trip, she “learned the impor-
tance of collaborating with oth-
er people to host big events like 
this, because such tasks can’t be 
accomplished individually.” Lee 
enjoyed the experience and was  
thrilled to see new students 
learning about programming 
through the competition. Lee 
plans to host more Hackathons 
later in the year. In addition, she 
is planning on hosting other in-
person events that require more 
intensive programming skills so 
that experienced students can 
have an opportunity to engage 

as well.
Reflecting on the event, at-

tendee MyAnh Hisaeda ’24 
said, “I’ve been interested in 
programming for a while, but I 
haven’t really gotten the chance 
to actually learn it.” With the 
encouragement of Lee and the 
workshops available to interest-
ed students, Hisaeda decided to 
participate in the Hackathon. 
“Since no one of my group 
knew how to code, we decided 
to work on a business plan, 
making a prototype using a spe-
cific app. Our goal was to help 
make education more accessible 
and convenient to the majority, 
so we designed the app so that 
students can match up with the 
best course that fits them,” Hi-
saeda said. 

The Hackathon seeks to in-
spire students to pursue pro-
gramming even after the com-
petition. Lee said, “While there 
are really not many people who 
are interested in such an in-
timidating subject like coding, 
I hope that [the] Hackathon 
can help encourage and give 
more opportunities for pas-
sionate students to develop and 
apply their skills in this area.” 
Fortunately, the Hackaton’s 
success is apparent in students 
like Hisaeda. “After [attending] 
this event, I found JavaScript 
very interesting.” Hisaeda con-
cluded, “I’m looking forward to 
starting to learn this new cod-
ing language.”

Students at The Hun School of Princeton for Hackathon Courtesy of The Lawrenceville School

OLEKSANDR MYKHANTSO ’23
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!e Spring Orchestra Concert Courtesy of !e Lawrenceville School

Comic strip by Zachary Kalafer ’24

Last Thursday, April 14, the 
Lawrenceville community was 
treated to its very first unmasked 
in-person orchestra concert since 
the beginning of the Covid-19 
pandemic. Taking place right 
after a severe storm, the concert 
still managed to have full seats in 
the chapel while a rainbow shined 
above campus. A total of five large 
instrumental pieces were played by 
campus orchestra groups: the first 
three by Collegium Lawrenceville, 
and the final two by Lawrenceville 
Philarmonic, both of which are the 
school’s primary orchestral groups. 

As a person fortunate enough to 
attend the concert, I was absolutely 
blown away by the beauty of every 
single piece. Though I initially 
intended to go get Purple Cow 
ice cream instead of the event, I 
have zero regrets about going to 
the orchestra. The music played 
that night gave me something 
better than ice cream—food for 
the soul and thought. For me, 
the most memorable piece was 
probably the last one: Chorale 
and Shaker Dance composed by 
John Zdechlik and re-arranged by 
Director of Instrumental Studies 
Keith Roeckle. Roeckle began 
working on the arrangement before 
the pandemic in February 2020. 
“The piece itself is a standard of 
band works. However, I’ve looked 
around, and I found no orchestra 
arrangement of it. So I wrote to 
the publisher and asked if I could 
do that,” he explained.

All of the pieces were performed 
seamlessly,  a t test ing to the 
tremendous amount of practice 
that happened before the concert. 
Each orchestra collective began 
rehearsing weekly after the winter 
break in hour-and-a-half sessions. 
Sydney Jackson ’24, a clarinet player 
for the Lawrenceville Philarmonic, 
described each rehearsal as “very 
productive, where [they] took apart 
the sections of every piece little by 
little.” Despite the general busyness 
of everyone at Lawrenceville, 
“everybody was always on the same 

page, wanting to get this and that 
done,” Roeckle shared.

 As an audience member, I 
could not help but wonder how each 
performer felt under the spotlight in 
the middle of the Edith Memorial 
Chapel. Praachi Chakraborty ’23, 
bassist of the Collegium, shared 
her impressions: “  I feel like there 
was a bit more pressure to do well 
this time. As a bassist on stage, it 
feels like everyone can see you, 
and every little mistake you make 
is on full display. At times like that, 
you really just have to trust your 
practice and hard work and play 
like it’s just any other rehearsal.” 
Frances Hsu ’23, a viola player 
for the Collegium, agreed with 
Chakraborty, adding that “[she] 
really wanted to do well, as it is 
Roeckle’s last performance before 

he leaves.” 
Tiffany Wen ’23, Collegium’s 

flutist, said that she “noticed a lot 
of people tearing up or sniffling not 
only because the seniors with whom 
they rehearsed since freshman 
year were leaving, but it was also 
Rocekle’s last concert here.” Even 
though it was Roeckle’s last concert 
on the Lawrenceville campus (at 
least for a while), he felt different 
from the students on the day of the 
performance. “During the concert, 
I was just focusing on how to get 
out there, do the best you can, and 
get everything done, but it’s funny 
how I think only now it really hit 
me. It’s a good thing it went so 
well–it was a good one to go out 
on,” he disclosed.

 Even  though  eve ry 
Collegium and Lawrenceville 

Philarmonic member, in one way 
or another, expressed sadness with 
their conductor leaving, they do not 
intend to halt their music careers 
now and are willing to continue 
bringing melodious masterpieces 
to the Lawrenceville community. 

“Each conductor  br ings a 
different dynamic to the orchestra 
and I think Roeckle’s leave will 
definitely change how the orchestra 
feels, but knowing the people in 
the orchestra will stay the same 
gives me reassurance that it will 
be just as fun in the future,” noted 
Chakraborty. Wen, despite finding 
the change in conductors to be 
difficult, says that she is “excited 
to see what the new [II Form] class 
will bring to the orchestra next year 
and see how together [they] can 
shift and grow.”

 Reflecting on his past 
decade spent in Lawrenceville 
Performing Arts Department, 
Roeckle best describes it as “a 
rollercoaster, in a good way.” 
When asked to offer a piece 
of advice for the current and 
forthcoming instrumentalists, 
without hesitation, Roeckle said 
that “It’s never about who is in the 
front. It’s about everybody, all 60 
people in there who play, and it’s 
about their relationship to the art 
that they create. That’s the most 
important thing to remember, I 
think.”

 Since Roeckle is moving 
on from Lawrenceville to pursue his 
Ph.D., we all would like to wish him 
all the best in his future endeavors 
and thank him for his tremendous 
contribution to Lawrenceville 
Performing Arts Department.

Roeckle’s Swan Song: !e Spring Orchestra Concert
OLEKSANDR MYKHANTSO ’23
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Senior Spotlight: Maksym Bondarenko ’22 
Born in Kyiv, the capital of 

Ukraine, Maksym Bondarenko 
’22 calls Lawrenceville home in 
every sense of the word. Ever since 
he enrolled as a new III Former, 
Bondarenko has succeeded in 
making his presence known, be 
it around the Harkness table or 
through the various clubs he leads. 
Bondarenko’s leadership on the 
AI club, Linguistics Club, Slavic 
Club, and Model United Nations 
(MUN) testifies to his involvement 
around campus. Bondarenko’s 
dedication to his work is perhaps 
best encapsulated in his paper 
plate award at the 2022 Swimming 
and Diving Banquet: “Most likely 
to do homework during a meet.” 
As a result of his diligence (and 
productivity during swim meets), 
he is no foreigner to exemplary 
academic accomplishments. His 
achievements include but are 
not limited to obtaining a perfect 
1600 SAT score on his first try, 
publishing a physics research article 
in Lawrencium during his III Form 

year, and attending senior-level 
courses at Princeton University.

Bondarenko’s involvement in 
the AI club is but a small testament 
to his passion for computers and 
coding. Inspired by his attendance at 
Natural Language Processing (NLP) 
lectures at Grammarly (a Ukrainian 
company) in Kyiv, Bondarenko, 
with the help of a close friend, 
created an app that offers a grammar 
correction service in Ukrainian. 
NLP is a branch of computer 
programming that blurs the line 
between technology and human 
speech through the implementation 
of complex statistical, machine-
learning, and deep-learning models. 
Despite his lack of expertise, 
Bondarenko navigated through 
roadblocks and potholes, teaching 
himself the necessary skills 
required to build AI comparable 
to Grammarly while balancing his 
project with the harsh workload of 
his IV Form year. On top of teaching 
himself an unfamiliar branch of AI, 
Bondarenko had to learn to develop 
his AI with the sparse Ukrainian 

linguistic data at his disposal. Over 
the span of three terms, Bondarenko 
was able to launch the core 
functionalities of his revolutionary 
app. However, his job is still not over. 

Even after a year, Bondarenko 
continues to spend sleepless nights 
updating the app, constantly 
improving the service in an effort 
to spread literacy. Bondarenko has 
expanded his team to 12 equally 
driven and talented members: two 
based in the U.S., one in Canada, 
and nine others scattered throughout 
Europe. Bondarenko’s devotion to 
such an ambitious and collaborative 
project, conceived remotely and 
nurtured through asynchronous 
work, speaks volumes about his 
near-superhuman abilityiesto 
comprehend, assess, and apply.

Currently heading into the spring 
term of his senior year, Bondarenko 
continues to s tay focused, 
maintaining a choke-hold on 
senioritis—a disease that has already 
bed-ridden many V Formers since 
last year. Bondarenko is most likely 
to pursue computer science and other 

passions at Columbia University 
in the fall. With college decisions 
out of his way, Maksym is excited 

to see what Lawrenceville has in 
store for him during his last term.

ANDREW CHEN ’23

Cindy Shum ’24/THE LAWRENCEMaksym Bondarenko

Behind the Scenes of !e Lawrence: !e 141st Board
Managing Editor Emer-

itus Carina Li ’22 and Pho-
tos Editor Emeritus Quin-
cy Leung ’22 shared fond 
memories of moments dur-
ing o!ce hours when they 
weren’t focused on writ-
ing or editing. Whether 
it be “wheely-chair racing 
and food disputes [and]
people collectively roast-
ing Richard Zhou ’22,” 
the 141st Board’s News 
Editor, or “getting caught 

in intense debates,” the 
Board members de"nitely 
knew how to enjoy them-
selves while working hard. 

Re#ecting on his fa-
vorite memory from the 
Board’s o!ce hours, Ed-
itor-in-Chief Emeritus 
Josh Cigoianu ’22 said, “I 
loved walking into the of-
"ce and seeing the entire 
team there having fun, 
working with each other, 
and getting the job done.”

Favorite Memory From O!ce Hours
As Managing Editor, Li 

read all the di$erent stories 
students wrote and witnessed 
the meticulous process of 
editing that each article un-
derwent. “I loved being able 
to help weave all that tal-
ent, work, and creativity into 
one cohesive issue,” she said. 

For Leung, the most enjoy-
able and unique part of being 
on the board was being able to 
work with people “from vari-
ous grades and backgrounds” 

and form a tight-knit commu-
nity. “Whether it’s the photog-
raphers I worked with or the 
other students on the board, I’ve 
really enjoyed getting to know 
[these] people, some of whom 
I would have never come across 
without %e Lawrence,” she said. 

Cigoianu relished the “amaz-
ing feeling of leaving the o!ce 
late on %ursday night after 
sending the issue to the print-
ing company, knowing that [the 
board] did a job well done.”

Favorite Part of the Job
Of course, even though 

!e Lawrence aims to rep-
resent the voice of the 
student body and high-
light di$erent perspec-
tives, there are still guide-
lines and restrictions that 
each issue must adhere to. 
%e most di!cult aspect 
of Li’s job is “"nding the 
balance between wanting 
to fully represent our stu-
dent body’s various per-
spectives while sticking to 
community guidelines.” 

For Leung, working in 

photos came with its own 
set of unique challenges. 
Her least favorite part of 
the job was “dealing with 
last-minute photo re-
quests or having to tell o$ 
Section Editors for mis-
crediting photographers.” 

Re#ecting on his experi-
ence, Cigoianu found that 
the only part of the job 
he didn’t enjoy was that 
it was over: “three terms 
of working as the EIC 
#ew by, even in the most 
stressful of moments.”

Least Favorite Part of the Job

Li’s strategy was to com-
plete as much work as she 
could between classes, 
sports, and other commit-
ments, as she didn’t of-
ten have “huge blocks of 
time” to use for editing. 

On the “rare occasions” 
where Leung felt organized 
enough to work ahead, 
she tried to complete her 

schoolwork in advance to 
“allow [herself ] more time 
to work on !e Lawrence.”

For Cigoianu, communica-
tion was the key to getting 
ahead on work and ensuring 
that operations ran smoothly; 
“I would always try to be in 
contact with my SEs to try and 
"gure out when I can expect 
articles to come in,” he said.

Best way to get ahead on work? 

What do people not know about working for !e Lawrence? 

Favorite Feed

NICHOLE JIN ’24 

choice: His favorite feeds 
were when people would 
bring in ice cream cake to cel-
ebrate birthdays. “It was re-
ally fun to surprise them and 
sing happy birthday,” he said.

Leung and Li both agreed 
that Shake Shack was their fa-
vorite. Leung said that the feed 
captured her “whole heart with 
[its] mouthwatering burgers.” 
Cigoianu made a di$erent 

As Photos Editor, Leung wants to highlight that “although there 
is a lot of writing involved, there’s also a place [in the newspaper] for 
those who would much rather take care of the visuals or the website.” 

Cigoianu emphasized the intricacy of the publication process: “From writers who 
take creative stances on the topics made by their SEs, to multiple levels of edits, to "nal 

check-o$s by faculty advisors, it is a complicated system that runs like a "ne-tuned machine.” 
Li felt that, despite how stressful and time-consuming publishing was, she wanted people 

to also understand how much fun being part of !e Lawrence was. “With both the actual pub-
lishing process and side adventures that came as a product of spending so much time together 
as a board, every Wednesday and %ursday night always came with fun moments,” she said. 

Courtsey of The 141st BoardThe 141st Board
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Who runs the 
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stephanie doesn't run 
the world... but she 
runs my world <3    

kelly and her disturbing 
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associate application 
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splashes trupin 
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Sunrise or sunset? came and went like 
the summertime i don't like the sun lol sunrise sunset sunset sunrise only when I 

sleep through it sunrise

An Open Letter to the NCAA

Board Picks

GEORGE NORTHUP ’23

You play collegiate basketball at 
Duke University. A highly touted 
recruit from South Carolina, they call 
you “the next great one.” Academics 
have never found themselves on 
the top of your priorities. Nor have 
extracurriculars. You have a unique 
purpose in college, unlike anyone 
outside of the team. Basketball and 
basketball alone allows you to live as 
you do. Head high, shoulders back, and 
chest forward,you pace the campus as 
a hero. All because of basketball. And 
yet, the administration expects you to 
embrace college life as any other would. 
Rigorous classes and mountainous 
work, sleepless nights and stressful 
days—the institution does not 
understand. 

Every day 
y o u  l o o k 
f o r ward  to 
practice. It ’s 
your  solace 
in a world of 
c h a l l e n g e s : 
s o m e t h i n g 
consistent in 
your life; All 
of your energy 
b leeds  into 
the court. !e 
sport exudes 
intensity and 
a n i m a t i o n 
through your 
sprints, cuts, 
a n d  s h o t s 
w i t h o u t 
fatigue. But 
t h e s e  d a y s 
add up. Your 
body suffers. 
A n d  w i t h 
this su"ering, 
y o u r  b o d y 
leans closer and closer to caving. 
Unfortunately for you, the body caves 
in at the most inopportune moment. 
!e biggest game of the year—a rivalry 
match—but your body only lasts 33 
seconds. A shoe breaks, your knee gives 
way, and you sit out for three weeks. 
You are lucky. 

Although this only lasts three weeks, 
it could have undoubtedly taken a year, 
a year and a half, even two—shattering 
your career aspirations. Such great risk 
in#uences the appeal of a one-and-
done. Your time in college feels wasted. 
Between school work and injury 
possibility, the NBA could not come 

faster. !e league o"ers a minimum 
salary of $925,258 for players lowest on 
depth charts. Practice squad members 
become millionaires; yet, the opposite 
exists for you. 40 minutes on the court 
for not a cent. As many as 32 games per 
season for not a cent. Equal training 
compared to professionals for not a 
cent. As the sensation that you are, 
the league will swoon over you. !e 
$rst pick, second, even thirtieth in 
the draft: a $rst-round lock. And the 
importance of this? A thirtieth-pick 
rookie earns over 1.6 million dollars. 
1.6 million dollars that compound as 
the years pass. Tack on a signing bonus, 
per diem, and sponsorships: you will 
live lavishly. Even if you encounter 
an injury, your contract provides 
incredible bene$ts compared to a day 
job—including insurance.

For the athlete, the choice appears 
obvious. Only a rash and perhaps 
mindless individual would opt for 
three more years of college over a 
multi-year contract. So the question 
then lies in the hands of universities. 
One-and-dones will remain. An 
integral career choice since 2006, 
no policy alteration will allow for a 
complete return to four-year programs. 
And yet, programs’ interests still lie 
in using all NCAA eligibility. So, 
coaches must mirror the bene$ts of 
an entrance into the NBA three years 
early, but perhaps not to the extent of 
a professional contract. One million 

dollars per player per year cannot 
balance for programs. But consider 
the expenses of a college student 
compared to that of a professional. 
Rent comes free, as does internet 
access, as do utilities. Dining on 
campus and frequent team dinners 
cover most meals. !eoretically, college 
students have nothing to provide for 
other than unnecessary, but perfectly 
understandable  commodit ies . 
Stimulus bonuses would provide 
more than enough money for a given 
year. !e bar lies low: even as low as 
$30,000. I must concede: full-ride 
scholarships serve as payment for 
athletics in a sense. However, to what 
extent can an athlete take advantage 
of such money? As of this year, tuition 
and fees at Duke #oat at $60,489. 
Multiplied over four years, this totals 

to barely above $240,000. $240,000 
worth of classes, essentially. Courses 
do not train for game-like situations. 
Courses do not provide repetition 
after repetition of identical shots until 
you command the ball with #uidity 
and intentionality. Courses do not 
develop conditioning until continuous 
play comes without a sweat. $240,000 
worth of deadweight loss, at least in 
your eyes. Remember: you are here 
for basketball and basketball alone. 

But with $30,000, your options 
expand. Perhaps a new car looks a 
bit less expensive. Maybe an elegant 
suit-jacket becomes that much 

more accessible. Or maybe, as many 
would, you can $nally support your 
family with another income. Over 
four years, the sum satis$es a player 
until they graduate. Add thorough 
insurance plans, and injuries will have 
little rami$cations. A-tier general 
practitioners, physical therapists, and 
surgeons reduce the risk of career-
altering mishaps to the best possible 
extent.

Although paying speci$c athletes 
would cause an uproar by unrewarded 
students, a basketball program and 
school administration hold the 
undeniable right to provide bonuses. 
Inevitably, a lesser-known counterpart 
would complain. Keeping within Duke, 
the dynasty generates $33.4 million of 
revenue each year. !e objector often 
creates a loss. !e amount of capital 

b r o u g h t 
in  ent i t les 
r e v e n u e 
s p o r t s  t o 
redistribute 
a s  t h e y 
please. Be it 
new facilities, 
d in ing, o r 
charter jets: 
$ne. But most 
pragmatically, 
bonuses lie 
well within 
reach. 

Perhaps if 
Duke o"ered 
you “the next 
great one,” 
a  s t imulus 
d u r i n g 
your year in 
Durham, you 
would sti l l 
play in blue 
and white. 
Perhaps the 

Blue Devils would maintain their elite 
rankings as a consistent $rst seed in 
the NCAA Tournament rather than 
faltering as the years have passed. 
Perhaps, you would improve as a 
player before the draft; you would 
enjoy brotherhood and the college 
experience; you would avoid launching 
yourself into a professional career too 
early in life. And now, as you lay on 
injured reserve on the New Orleans 
Pelicans, I must wonder whether 
on some nights, Duke’s lack of 
compensation haunts you.

Stephanie Xu ’23/THE LAWRENCE
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Ethan Leung ’23, a humble 
member of the Kennedy House, 
recently competed in the Fencing 
World Championship in Dubai, 
United Arab Emirates. 

Sitting down with Ethan Leung, 
I was able to get a sense of his ever-
present humbleness and desire to 
succeed. With fencing experience 
that exceeds twelve years, Leung 
made it evidently clear that hard 
work has put him in the position 
he is in now. His time training gave 
him the opportunity to represent 
Hong Kong at the Fencing World 
Championship in Dubai. A very 
self-motivated person, the e"ort 
Leung puts towards his matches 
comes from his inability to quit, a 
work ethic he emphasized multiple 
times. I admire his ability to be 
humble, never boasting or even 
mentioning that he regularly 
competes at such a high level. 

Leung mentioned that he 
became serious about fencing 
around middle school, when his 
group of friends began to train 
more often. I believe his drive also 
comes from the people around 
him, especially when he mentioned 
how his parents react to wins and 
losses. He said that he gets his 
inspiration from his sister, giving 
me the impression he has strong 
family ties.

When I asked Leung about his 
pursuit of collegiate fencing, he 
said it is a goal, but not something 
that is his main focus. I believe he 
can play at the Division I level: 
again, he’s an extremely humble 
guy. 

So the next time you see Leung 
in his maroon Lawrenceville 
fencing hoodie, know that the 
man inside has put in hundreds 
of hours into his sport, but will 
never let you know.  


